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Left: 367 has been sold and became the first Designline to leave
Kilbirnie depot for its new life. Here it is working as designed, on 25
November 2010, in Lambton Quay on its way to Seatoun.

Front Cover: Our featured trolleybus this month is 353, an example that worked from late 2008 until the last day of
trolleybus operation, 31 October 2017. Here it is descending Brougham Street in the suburb of Mt Victoria working a Route 2
duty from Miramar to the Railway Station. Just a few moments before the photograph was taken it travelled through the Mt
Victoria bus tunnel (built originally for tram use) and then ran down Pirie Street before turning right into Brougham Street.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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Could we be in for the first rainbow bus in Wellington? On 10 February this graphic appeared
on Metlink’s Facebook page accompanied by the message “a design to be proud of is on its
way”. Apparently “under wraps” at the time, it was to some “come out” on Wellington’s
streets. It will join the rainbow pedestrian crossing installed by the Wellington City Council in
Dixon Street where it joins Cuba Street. Greater Wellington Regional Council is contributing
funding to this venture. It will be on the road from 17 February for about 6-8 weeks
according to Metlink’s Facebook page.
367 was the very first Designline trolleybus to leave Kilbirnie depot for a new life. It
departed late on 13 February for a new home in Tirau, about 50km south-east of
Hamilton in North Island. Note that the front Hanover destination panel
has been removed. Photo: Malcolm Little.
Another listing for the trolleybuses has appeared on the online selling
platform Trade Me. Details can be found at:
https://www.trademe.co.nz/motors/buses/house-buses/auction2531926334.htm
In this listing the buses are described as Wellington Trolleybus –
Complete for the Collector. Priced at $20,000 each they are advertised as being
sold complete although purchaser must sign a waiver of responsibility for electric
gear. If you fancy a slice of Wellington’s history perhaps now is the time to act; the
advertisement says there are 40 left.
Right on cue, the Pride
bus appeared in service
on
17
February.
Tranzurban’s 3518 was
chosen to be so visually adorned. I guess the impact is what the designer
wanted though the message isn’t particularly clear to my eyes. There is wording
on both sides and on the rear. The cost was shared between the Regional
Council, Wellington City Council, Tranzurban and Go Media. The bus is pictured
in Reef Street, Island Bay. Of course, the ‘sacred’ yellow front wasn’t touched.
Tranzurban wrote on its Facebook page: We're proud to support the upcoming
Wellington International Pride Parade as well as the month-long Pride Festival
by having one of our double-decker buses
wrapped in rainbow colours. You can ride our
gorgeous bus on the number 1 route from
Island Bay for the next couple of months.
More on page 17. Photo: Metlink on our Way Facebook page. More on pages 17 and 23. I have to
wonder if the idea for this came from Sydney where for the second year their State Transit has decked
out a bus in rainbow colours to help celebrate the city’s 42nd Annual Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras.
Photo: Sydney State Transit.

Despite 361 (below) having been on the road since May 2018, reader Alan Smith saw it for the first
time on 25 February. He tells me, “It was the first time I’d seen it in the new sparkly blue paintwork
additions. The wording on the side says: “The future is today - this bus is electric”. There is no mention of
the fact that “this bus” has always been electric, nor that dozens of its contemporaries are now
being sold off as coffee shop hulks, etc. The view shows it passing the University campus with the
new branding and emphasis now on the word “Wellington” and no longer, as was the case right
through the 1904-2017 era of wired electric street public transport, emphasis on the word
“Victoria”. Sic transit, indeed.” 361 is now confined to operating Airport Flyer duties (Route 91)
between the Interchange and the Airport in the peak periods.
Planes and buses have been featured
before in UTW but here’s another to
add to the collection. On February 23
Pankaj
Bisht
managed
this
interesting juxtaposition outside
Tranzurban’s
depot in Rongotai
Road. As can be seen, the airport
runway is just a short distance beyond. A Qantas jet coming in to land passes
a line-up of the company’s double-deckers resting on the Sunday afternoon.
I believe the second DD from the right is electric 3700, currently without a
bike rack.
Good news (as reflected by the lack of media coverage this month) is that
the “bustastrophe” seems to be much a thing of the past. The companies
are getting on top of their driver shortages, new services are being
introduced and others, previously cancelled, re-instated. The next major
step forward will be to see some of those promised new buses to appearing
that Metlink messages have been talking about for around two years. Enjoy your read.
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THEN AND (ALMOST) NOW
Another selection of tram and trolleybus photographs,
taken at the same location, by long-time transport
historian and enthusiast, Graham Stewart.

Left: This first view was taken at the Miramar terminus looking
south along Darlington Road. A Fiducia tram leaves on its
lengthy run to the city. Not one car can be seen. Either they
are parked off the road or more likely these were the days
when few people owned one.

Right: The tram tracks that ran up the middle of Darlington Road
have long been removed (or covered?). In the meantime, what looks
to be another set of ‘tracks’ has appeared in this contemporary
photograph, though probably formed by some pipes being replaced
and asphalted over. The highest numbered trolleybus, 387, pulls out
of the terminus and begins its journey to the Railway Station.

Left: Double-saloon tram 159 has just arrived at
Newtown Park where it has no doubt disgorged a
load of passengers who will have walked to the
nearby Wellington Zoo. 159 was built in 1925. On
withdrawal it was saved for preservation and now is
a regular performer at the Kapiti Coast Electric
Tramway.

Right: The former tram shelter at Newtown Park remains
but sadly trolleybus 350 and the associated overhead wiring
have now gone. This photograph was taken just before the
2017 General Election. Giving ones vote to the Green party
wouldn’t save the trolleybus network. The decision to end
the trolleybus contract was made several years earlier by
the Regional Council. Despite pleas to the incoming
Labour/Greens coalition government they didn’t interfere
to save our electric transport system.
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Left: The intersection of Adelaide Road with
Riddiford Street and John Street. Double Saloon 224,
one of a series built between 1924 and 1935 crosses
the intersection as it makes its way towards the
Railway Station.

Right: The “almost now” comparison features 339 working
a Route 1, again to the Railway Station. The other
Designline will be either a 10 or 11 travelling via John
Street to Taranaki Street where it may well meet up with
339 when they reach Manners Street. The building behind
339 is one that is consistent with both photographs.

Left: Double truck saloon Fiducia 257,
completed in 1950 is bound for Newtown
and is about to turn into Cuba Street from
Manners Street. What looks to be a
pointsman stands in the middle of the
intersection directing traffic. Graham was
no doubt standing on the steps of the
Bank of New Zealand building seen on the
next page.

Right: The comparison is a much quieter scene and one
that is almost unrecognisable. Designline 341 passes
where the pointsman was standing and glides through
what remains of the intersection as it heads towards the
Railway Station, Not in Service, to start a new shift.
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In this final “then and (almost) now” pairing we stay at the same intersection, Cuba and Manners Street. On a rather damp and dismal day,
Graham recorded Fiducia 237 working a Route 2 to Hataitai as 301, first introduced in 1915 and later converted to a track grinding car,
waits to turn left into Manners Street from lower Cuba Street. Graham took the photograph of Designline 351, heading for Newtown Park,
during the final few months of trolleybus operation. Many of the heritage buildings have disappeared but the prominent one, the Bank of
New Zealand building, remains although no longer a bank – the bottom floor is a Burger King. Say no more!
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ODDMENTS

With there being a likelihood of former trolleybuses being converted into coffee shops, pie carts, holiday homes or whatever fuels the
imagination of the new owner, here’s how 1978 Leyland Leopard 480 turned out – a mobile stage! Markus Lang took this photograph in
March 2002 when the “Stage”coach bus was parked on the waterfront alongside Customhouse Quay. Unfortunately the wording on the
rear of the bus is not quite clear enough to read, though “Festival Roadshow” can be made out. Anyone with more information about the
bus or the event is asked to get in touch.

Stuff the Bus. It sounds like a derogatory comment but was in fact an
appeal run by Stagecoach in conjunction with the Wellington City
Mission to collect food for the needy at Christmas. Markus Lang took
this photo of M.A.N. 771 suitably adorned and parked in Lambton Quay
by Midland Park in November 1999. This activity has continued over the
years and is now called a more suitable Pack the Bus. In its latest guise a
Tranzurban Optare was featured in its eye-catching vinyl wrap in last
month’s Overhea(r)d.

Markus didn’t record any notes about this photograph he took in
Oriental Parade in November 1999 so one must presume it is not
the latest vehicle in the Stagecoach fleet but rather a float
depicting Jack and the Beanstalk that the company is using as part
of the annual Christmas Parade.

Not the kind of activity you’d expect on the top of a trolleybus,
however the man seems to be enjoying himself and no harm was
done to either him or 262 which was photographed in Courtenay
Place in December 1998.
Photos: Markus Lang Collection.
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MORE ON THE CITY CIRCULAR

Double-decker buses are not new in Wellington. In March 1998, two Bristol
VRT double-deckers arrived in the city from Scotland. The 1980-built
Stagecoach buses were shipped to the Capital for the express purpose of
forming a new tourist venture called City Circular. However, it wasn’t until 22
December that the buses were ready for their new role “down under” where
they begun work being used on a round trip visiting the city’s “top spots”
with a fare costing $1 and 50c for children.
The two buses were numbered 124 and 125 in the Stagecoach Wellington
fleet. Subsequently, three more examples were brought to New Zealand in
2000 and this trio, numbered 126, 127 and 128, replaced the original pair.
The service was reduced in frequency to only run between 10am and
4.45pm on weekdays from 11 August 2003. The double-deckers had all
been withdrawn by then.
Single decker buses were also used on the City Circular route during its
heyday.
Below: Two M.A.N. 600 series, 630 and 632, together with one of the
Bristols prior to its painting in the distinctive yellow livery, stand in
Bunny Street in September 1999. Photo: Markus Lang collection.

Rising fuel prices and other costs forced the fares on the City Circular to double in price from July 22
2001. Unlike other bus services, the City Circular was a commercial enterprise and not subsidised by the
Regional Council.
Below: Even other non-dedicated buses were used for City Circular services as seen in this photograph of
128, 128 and M.A.N. 777 lined up at the Railway Station in March 2002. Note the different profiles on
the two Bristol VRTs. Photo: Markus Lang collection.

I cannot find the date when
this service finally ended.
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BRISTOL VRTs UNDER THE WIRES

Left: 126 crossing Taranaki Street from
Courtenay Place into Dixon Street on 2
December 2002. This was certainly not an
example of a popular service.

Left: 127 pulls away from
the traffic lights in Lambton
Quay at the intersection
with Bowen and Whitmore
Streets. A Volvo heading to
Karori Park lurks in the
background.

Right: 128 turns out of Manners Street into Willis Street
on 21 October 2002. The driver isn’t cutting the corner –
this was in the days when Manners Street was one way
along this section. It reverted back to two-way at the end
of November 2010.

Photos this page: Alan Wickens
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“Interesting picture of the buses in Aotea Quay from last month’s issue. I
drove the trolley on that route. Not quite sure if it was a p.m. call back shift
or the second portion of a broken shift. May have been the broken shift in
which it would have been one of the nursery runs for new drivers. Memory is vague on this one but think it was a Kilbirnie sign-on with a
number 2 to Courtenay Place then several trips down the quay. Not sure if the terminus when returning from the quay was Town Hall or
Courtenay; may have been Town Hall. I have a good recollection of reversing the bus into the parking spot with no rear vision bar side
mirrors. There could have been a big mirror mounted on a post, though am unsure of that. Think that last trip from the Quay was a No 2 to
Kilbirnie. I did experience the Crossleys which were difficult to drive due to the position of the steering wheel and the very heavy steering.
The later B.U.T.s. were a much better machine to operate. By 1964 the Crossleys were mainly for broken and call-back shifts. You had to be
having a bad day to get one of them and if it was a broken shift with two Crossleys it was near suicide time. Remember one call-back shift
with a Crossley being a No 2 Kilbirnie to the rail and dropping the poles several times in Kilbirnie Crescent. I just couldn’t keep the critters on
the wires. Called the depot and out came the shift men to replace the carbons in both poles which should have been done prior to the
afternoon run. Off to the rail, two No 5 services to Hataitai and then back to Kilbirnie – a real work up on the hills with a full load. A
thought; I think that the trolleys on Aotea quay were replaced by diesel buses with half cabs being used with the run still being a nursery for
new drivers. As WCT obtained more and better buses the use of the Crossleys for us on straight shift call-backs diminished but you could
still end up with one if you were working your day off on a broken shift. Still, they were mostly happy days with good money when the
overtime flowed. Straight shifts allowed me to work my study time in with work and the lovely pounds, shillings and pence. Real money
with purchasing power. Thanks for the mag. A great read.” Dion de la Croix.
“Lots of San Francisco cable cars that survived the 1906 earthquake with no
tracks to run on ended up as huts and cabins. Looks like Wellington
trolleybuses will follow. I haven’t room or I’d bid! A nice picture of 366 (no
particular reason, but you have to pick one) will do.” Roger Davies. U.K.
[The word “nice” is subjective, Roger but I hope this view of 366 taken in John Street
on 15 February 2011 working a trip to Seatoun will fit the bill. Incidentally, 366 is one
of the four of the Designlines presently stored at Karori depot until their disposal – Ed]

“Thanks for the latest ‘Under the Wires’. I will enjoy reading it as usual. Are
you going to buy a bus, it would make a nice garden feature! I hope at least
some will be saved.” Nigel Batterham, U.K. [Like Roger Davies, I haven’t room for
one but if I did I would want one that is complete, not gutted or ‘de-signed’ – Ed]

“Many thanks for another great issue of UTW. Uncertainty seems the key
word at the moment. The U.K. has been set adrift from the E.U., the
redundant trolleybuses do not know their new homes and Wellington still
does not have the transport system it deserves. The 2020 calendar from James Duncan got the January page stuck until UTW arrived into
my inbox! You have to experience clinging on to the side of a San Francisco cable car, as Roger Davies explains in his article. What a
fantastic form of transport it is and could have easily been lost. I do like the nostalgic photos from the past compared to today. The new
thing will be to find where the trolleybuses will end up either as holiday homes or roadside cafes, hopefully not scrap. Many such items of
interest are saved in this way; the preservation movement rely on these unusual locations to secure vehicles that would have been
otherwise lost. Think positive for the coming year ahead and keep reading UTW. It is the only certainty we have got.” Phil Waters, U.K.
“Many thanks for yet another excellent issue. Not quite so much press coverage, but lots of superb photographic coverage, especially the
“Then and Nearly Now” and the “Wellington City Archives”. Never thought I would see a Wellington trolleybus as a beach hut, chicken run
or caravan, whatever next? Perhaps the buyer will donate one for your garden - you deserve it!” Peter Blears, U.K. [Thanks Peter, though I’d
rather see one preserved complete and intact and on display in Wellington – Ed]

“It has been a while since I have contacted you but I am still about and looking forward to the end of each month when the latest edition of
UTW comes out. I have enjoyed reading the February issue especially pages 4 and 5; “Then and (Almost) Now”. Those Graham Stewart
photos of the trams are really great; also the photo on page 32 of The Customhouse building in Whitmore Street- my old place of
employment. Keep up the great work.” John Houghton, U.K.
“Congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The following in particular caught my eye. P4/5; Then and (Almost) Now, notably the
black and white photos. P6; The letters from Craig Paterson (I have read all of the website links he mentions) – Riga would appear to be
trolleybus heaven – and Brian Muston, notably the problem with ‘phone zombies’, something that most vehicle drivers have to deal with
on a regular basis wherever they live in the world, it would seem. P7; The letter from John Bishop re trams in Melbourne. I agree with his
comments. The centre of that city was built on the grid pattern and is ideal tram terrain – the centre of Wellington is not. Also the
population of the former is large enough to justify trams – is Wellington’s? Then there is the cost. The January 2020 issue of Trolleybus, the
BTS magazine states in the French city of Brest the cost of building a 5.4 km (3.75miles) tramline would cost 180million Euros, whilst a 31
kilometre (19.375miles) trolleybus network could be built for 120million Euros, with less disruption for the local population during
construction. On the same page re the bus fire – a newspaper making a mistake. What a surprise – not! P8; Media mistake – again. No
surprise to read that the retrofit plan has failed. Regarding the Designlines up for sale from just $10,000 each – the following best sum up
how I feel about that
. P9; The article about the blind man. Another mistake therein and that the story was accompanied by a photo
of trolleybuses, Also the letter from Russell Tregonning. Page 10; The letter from Neil Tunicliffe – has he recently moved to New Zealand?
The letter from Helen Kennard – another aspect of driving that would appear to be a world-wide problem. P11: Then and Now in Panama
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Street – the black and white photo. P12-14; San Francisco’s Cable Cars. P17; The photo of the Aotea Quay terminus reverser. As you state,
what an experience it could have been for cruise ship passengers to have been whisked silently to the city centre. P19; The sad state of 268.
P21-3; Special Work 639 Remembered, particularly the crossing diagram. P24-26; A Focus on 352 – Looking Back at its Life, Year By Year,
particularly the black and white photo. Incidentally, the top photo on page 26 was taken on the last day of my second visit to Wellington.
P27-28; A Visit to Kilbirnie – what a sad sight these fine vehicles make. Page 30; From the Wellington City Council Archives. P31; The Feeder
Pillar Directory diagram. P32; Unfortunate but True; What a sad tale. I have written a poem of sorts re the demise of diesel engines/buses,
as well as two about trolleybuses.” Tom Douce, U.K.
It is almost like being in hell,
When being near a diesel bus, with the noise, smoke and smell.
It is not the trolleybus but the diesel bus that might soon be obsolete,
No longer to be seen on a city/town street.
San Francisco’s many severe hills are tailor made for the trolleybus,
These fine electric vehicles can ascend the steepest of these with the minimum of fuss.
The electric trolleybus is the best people mover,
In the Canadian West Coast city of Vancouver.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FOXTON UPDATE
The trolleybus museum and its overhead running through the rural town of Foxton in the lower North Island is certainly unique in New
Zealand (and probably most other countries as well). The late Ian Little and his wife created the museum in 1989. Ian was a keen transport
enthusiast (amongst other things) and acquired a collection of buses, trolleybuses and other vehicles which were housed in the Museum
on Main Street, Foxton. Through Ian’s endeavours overhead was erected around the town and of course still remains. Following Ian’s
death in 2007 the premises and buses gradually fell into disrepair and as far as the trolleybuses are concerned none are now operational.
Ian’s son, Malcolm, is now a guardian of the Museum and its contents and he is anxious to try to get things back to the way they were but
he needs help, BIG HELP. Malcolm is initially looking just for expressions of interest from people who would like to assist in some way.
It could be of a mechanical nature, painting, labouring, in fact any help would be most appreciated. At this stage he just wants you to get
in contact so that some plans can be formulated. I’m sure we would all love to see trolleybuses running around the town of Foxton again
and it’s not just a dream, it could be a reality, but help and lots of it is needed. If you would like to talk to Malcolm about what you could
offer please email him at malcolm@nzcoach.nz

Right: Wouldn’t we all like to see scenes like this again. On 25
January 2010 former Wellington City Transport B.U.T. 48 runs down
Foxton’s Main Street about to pass Volvo 268. We can all forgive the
incorrect display showing Miramar as Route 9. Who cares what
number it shows as long as it gets out on the street again and can
bring pleasure to not only locals but visitors alike.

Left: On the same day, B.U.T. 48 poses in Harbour Street.
In the background is the town’s landmark, De Molen
Windmill. Opened in 2003 this is a replica of a traditional
17th century Dutch flour mill. As well as the mill being an
attraction of this Horowhenua town wouldn’t it be great
if the trolleybus museum and network could join it once
again.
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A FOCUS ON 353 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR
The on-going series about the Designline fleet, this month we remember 353.

Right: In absolutely sparkling as-new condition, 353
stands in Kilbirnie depot on 22 December 2008 awaiting
getting its tyres dirty for the very first time.

Left: On the Miramar route almost a year later on 12 November 2009 as 353
gets away from the Interchange.
Below: 353 has just travelled around part of Basin Reserve and was captured in
Cambridge Terrace as it returns to the city from Island Bay on a Route 1 duty
on 10 November 2010.

Left: Having travelled from Newtown
Park, 353 has journeyed along Riddiford
Street, John Street, Wallace Street and
has now reached Taranaki Street on its
way to the Railway Station. These halfhourly Route 10 services were
instrumental in getting visitors to and
from Wellington Zoo. This photograph
was taken on a cloud-free 19 January
2011.
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Left: Advertising first made its mark on 353 in 2012.
In this view the bus is in Lambton Quay and
crossing the intersection with Whitmore and
Bowen Streets on 28 November 2012. 353 is
approaching the Railway Station Interchange near
the end of a run on Route 7 from Kingston.

Right: A couple of months later on 18 January 2013 our
featured bus was photographed working on the short Route
9 duty from Aro Street to the Railway Station. In this view it
is heading north and crossing Karo Street, part of State
Highway 1 from the Airport. On this occasion 353 is
advertising Monteiths beer. Back in those days NZ Bus was
free to take advertising from a variety of sources, including
alcohol ads. Today, the Regional Council is far more
restrictive on booze ads and will only permit a small
number of buses working their contracts to display them
coupled with the restriction that those buses so adorned
are not being used on school bus services.

Left: On 7 November 2014, 353 leaves
Caledonia Street, Miramar and turns into
Calabar Road, part way back to the city
with a Route 11 from Seatoun. It is passing
the main Wellington Airport runway.

Right: The majority of trolleybuses terminated at the Railway
Station but Route 3 continued for several more kilometres
west to Karori Park. Here is 353 on 23 October 2015 at the
northern end of Lambton Quay just prior to turning left into
Bowen Street to continue its journey. In the background is
339 also bound for Karori. It has caught up its colleague so
the pair will no doubt follow one another. 353 was this time
advertising the final season of Downton Abbey.
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Left: On 1 March 2016, 353 had its photograph taken in Manners
Street. The trolleybus is outbound on a Karori Park to Lyall Bay Route 3
duty with its poles just passing through switch 451. This special work
separated Routes 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 from Routes 10 and 11, the latter two
moved to the outer set of wires to enable them to turn right into
Taranaki Street just ahead.

Below: This was the last view I ever took of 353 in active service on 31
October 2017. It is again in Manners Street and inbound on a Route 2
Miramar service. 353 ended its career wearing a large side
advertisement for the TV news programme The Project. Within a matter
of hours trolleybuses would be seen no more, however, the passers-by
in the photograph didn’t seem at all interested. Just a few a few hardy
photographers were around that day to witness the ‘last rites’.

Left: We end where we started. As is well known, the trolleybus fleet was
grounded from 1 November 2017 until the
present day with the majority of buses
stored at Kilbirnie depot. 353 was one of
those and it is pictured here on 16 July 2019
keeping company with 382. With the
trolleybuses now being sold to new owners
it is interesting to speculate what it might
now become; a pie cart, a coffee hut, a
holiday home... who knows?

Thanks
for
the
pleasure you brought
to so many people.
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LATEST NEWS FROM KILBIRNIE DEPOT

Left: Coastal Bus and Coach, Wayne Henry’s company, are the
new owners of the bulk of the trolleybus fleet. This interesting
banner was found tied across the front of 367 during a depot visit
on 4 February 2020. A Facebook bus group page suggests this bus
has been sold to become a coffee shop.
Below: Meanwhile, 387 was discovered completely gutted.

The ‘twins’, 331 and 332, are both shown as being sold, according to the small piece of tape
attached to the windscreen. They are both going to the same purchaser.

Two more trolleybuses to the same purchaser.338 (far left) and 352 also
have “sold” tapes on their windscreens. The word “pie” is mentioned in
the owner’s name suggesting that they may well be destined to become a
kiwi favourite – a pie cart.
Photos taken during an official visit and with permission.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA
Where you can catch up with what has been in the news and
who has been saying what...

Cheaper bus fares for off-peak travellers
Greater Wellington Regional Council today agreed to an earlybird off-peak bus fare trial,
making travel cheaper for morning commuters. Greater Wellington Regional Transport
Committee Chair Roger Blakeley says the trial, beginning on 10 February, will provide
off-peak Snapper fares for Metlink bus services prior to 7am on working days. “Our public transport network is experiencing patronage
growth at a rate that is much higher than expected. Over the last calendar year there was a 6.8 per cent increase for bus, and a 4.8 per
cent increase for rail. “It is great to be part of an agile council which is able to quickly offer and evaluate trials like this to unlock capacity
on the network. “This trial means customers who are happy to travel earlier will be rewarded with good value for a good service,” Cr
Blakeley says. Peak bus fares currently apply to all services in the morning on working days, from just after 5am until 9am. “With spare
capacity available on early morning services, this opportunity will incentivise passengers to travel earlier than 7am, spreading the demand
over a wider period in the morning peak. “The off-peak fare is 25 per cent cheaper than the base Snapper fare, and between 40 to 50 per
cent cheaper than adult cash fares, so the earlybird fare is a win-win,” Cr Blakeley says. Metlink General Manager Greg Pollock says the
trial has the full support of bus operators and the NZ Transport Agency. “Our ongoing and planned improvements to the Wellington City
Bus Network review will help to improve supply and service levels in Wellington. “However, capacity remains an issue while we continue
to deal with a national bus driver shortage, so this earlybird fare reduction will help spread the load so our passengers can have a more
comfortable journey,” Mr Pollock says. The trial will apply to adult Snapper customers only, and will not be available for cash, Super Gold,
or rail passengers.
Source: Metlink. 4 February 2020.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Earlybird discount for Wellington buses ... but not if the service is late
Early morning Wellington commuters will get a 25 per cent discount on bus rides in an attempt to ease peak-hour strain on public
transport. The change comes into effect on Monday, February 10, and will apply to all adult Snapper card fares between 4am and 7am on
Metlink services. Greater Wellington Regional Council hopes the move will encourage people to take earlier buses, spreading out peak
hours and leading to less overcrowding. 2019 saw a 6.8 per cent increase in bus patronage in Wellington. The proposal was passed
unanimously on Tuesday morning by the regional council. An initial four-month trial was estimated to cost $155,000 in lost revenue, to be
paid from council reserves. Council chairman Daran Ponter said the move had to be implemented quickly because Wellington was "staring
down the barrel" of the so-called 'Mad March', when the bus system would be further strained by schools and universities returning. The
discount will apply based on the time a passenger scans onto the bus, not the scheduled time of arrival, which Councillor Ros Connelly said
could "add insult to injury" for people affected by delays. She wanted to see the deal extended to rail customers, but that would be
difficult to implement with the current paper ticketing system. A single national payment card for all public transport is scheduled to be
rolled out in early 2022. Metlink General Manager Greg Pollock said the bus operators and NZTA supported the proposal, but more
upgrades to the system were needed. "Capacity remains an issue while we continue to deal with a national bus driver shortage, so this
earlybird fare reduction will help spread the load so our passengers can have a more comfortable journey,” he said.
Source: Stuff. 4 February 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/wellington/119258271/earlybird-discount-for-wellingtonbuses--but-not-if-the-service-is-late
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auckland gets its first downtown electric bus fleet
Central Auckland's first new electric bus fleet will soon be zooming around the city. The council agency Auckland Transport has struck a
deal with operator NZ Bus to replace the existing diesel-powered fleet with state-of-the-art battery-powered buses. Twelve electric buses
are due to serve the red-liveried CityLink route around the CBD later in 2020. The city has been testing up to three electric buses for the
past two years, and six will enter service on Waiheke Island later this year, partially replacing the island's diesel fleet. The CityLink move
has been funded by Auckland Transport after re-negotiating the existing contract with NZ Bus. The move will take to 11 the number of
electric buses in normal service by the end of the year, from a fleet of 1360. "This announcement is a small but crucial step forward as we
lead Auckland's response to climate change," said Richard Hills the chair of the council's Environment and Climate Change Committee. The
removal of 12 diesel buses from the route, will reduce greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to those of 300 cars. NZ Bus said the Auckland
CityLink fleet would be the first in a large number of the Chinese-built buses that the company would deploy around the country. “The
new (CityLink) buses will be air conditioned and feature two plus one seat configuration in the front section, and wide rear doors,” said the
chief executive Barry Hinkley. AT's annual agreement with the council required it to have five electric buses running by July. The agency's
Low Emission Bus Roadmap envisages no fossil-fuelled buses being bought after 2024, and the entire fleet being "low emission" by 2040.
Tauranga has had five electric buses in service since October 2019, and Wellington has 10 electric double-deckers in full service. The small
steps on Waiheke Island and with the CityLink route, have been funded out of AT's normal budget, and some further routes are under
consideration, with a focus on the city centre where pollution levels are higher. Electric buses can cost up to twice the price of a
conventional diesel, but have lower running costs - up to 83 per cent lower according to the trial routes run by AT. The step-up in the size
of the battery bus fleet comes 40 years after Auckland removed from service, the last of the electric trolleybuses, which had twin poles to
connect to overhead power lines.
Source: Stuff. 15 February 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/119272143/aucklandgets-its-first-downtown-electric-bus-fleet

Right: For those who have forgotten what a trolleybus once looked like (see last sentence in
the article above) here is 351 departing Karori depot on 31 August 2016.
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New Zealand’s first pride bus launches in Wellington City
A double-decker bus wrapped in rainbow colours to support the upcoming Wellington International Pride Parade as well as the monthlong Pride Festival was launched in Island Bay today. The pride bus, which is the first ever bus to be part of the Pride Parade, is a
collaborative entry from Greater Wellington Regional Council, Wellington City Council, Tranzurban and Go Media. Greater Wellington
Regional Councillor and Deputy Chair of the Transport Committee David Lee says it is fantastic to be able to jump on board and support
such a great cause. “This rainbow bus is a great way of showing that, along with our partner organisations, we support inclusion and
diversity and it is important to us that all our passengers can get onto our buses and feel safe and secure. “The bus is the first of its kind in
New Zealand, and I want to thank our LGBTQIA+ community for
being brave, for being bold and for bringing bling, glam and glitter to
this city,” Cr Lee says. Peter Jackson, of Taranaki Whānui ki te Upoko
o te Ika (Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust), officially opened the
ceremony and welcomed attendees who turned out to celebrate the
launch despite the windy weather. “This bus shows the city’s wider
commitment to supporting the LGBTQIA+ community,” Mr Jackson
says. Speeches were given by Cr Lee, Wellington City Councillor Fleur
Fitzsimons, Tranzurban’s Alex Mersi, Wellington Pride Festival’s
Steven Sue and Wellington International Pride Parade Co-Chairs
Richard Tait and Amanduh La. Amanduh, who dressed to impress,
explained how the Pride Parade began in Wellington three years ago
and became a beacon of diversity and inclusion, and Richard added
“it may only be a bus, but it’s a really special bus to us”. Cr Lee and
Cr Fitzsimons cut the rainbow ribbon, officially launching the bus
which Wellingtonians will be able to enjoy on the number 1 route
from Island Bay for the next couple of months. “The bus will feature
in the Pride Parade on March 7 and we encourage everyone to come
along on the day and celebrate the diversity the Wellington
community has to offer,” Cr Lee says.
Wellington International Pride Parade (WIPP) Co-Chair Amanduh La, WIPP board member Heather Henare, WIPP Co-Chair Richard Tait, Regional Councillor David Lee, Wellington City
Councillor Fleur Fitzsimons, Metlink General Manager Greg Pollock and Drag King ‘Prince Charles’ at the launch of New Zealand’s first pride bus.

Source: Metlink. 17 February 2020. https://www.metlink.org.nz/news/new-zealands-first-pride-bus-launches-in-wellington-city/
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Just 16 electric buses doing public transport rounds in New Zealand,
despite push to decarbonise
Despite efforts to encourage reduce greenhouse gas emissions, New Zealand had just 16 electric buses used by public transport providers
as of August 2019. They represent just 0.67 per cent of the roughly 2300 buses used for public transport in New Zealand. The statistics
come from a briefing on decarbonising public transport produced for Transport Minister Phil Twyford. "Decarbonising the public transport
fleet is a priority for our Government," said Twyford. But he said moving cars and trucks off the road was a bigger priority. "With transport
making up 20 per cent of New Zealand's greenhouse gas emissions, and public transport making up just 2 per cent, much of our focus is on
getting more cars and trucks off our roads," he said. Diesel busses contribute 95 per cent of public transport emissions. While this
contribution may be small, new diesel buses lock-in emissions for a long time. The briefing says that diesel busses produced "in the next
few years" are likely to continue producing greenhouse gas emissions and "harmful pollutants" until 2040 and beyond. Transport has been
the fastest growing source of emissions over the last 30 years. Transport emissions increased by 82 per cent between 1990 and 2017, with
road transport emissions increasing by 98 per cent over this period. While diesel busses emit a lot of carbon, they were still preferable to
having the same number of passengers driving private non-electric vehicles. The briefing said the Ministry was "not currently planning any
additional work to decarbonise public transport fleets, as we have prioritised other work to reduce GHG [greenhouse gas] emissions from
private vehicles and freight". The main concern with the buses isn't so much climate change, but health. Diesel vehicles emissions have
been proved to have a negative impact on public health, leading to respiratory illnesses. "We need to get dirty diesel off our streets. Diesel
pollutes our environment and has a harmful effect on people with respiratory issues," Twyford said. Auckland Transport calculated the
shift to cleaner vehicles in Auckland would deliver "social benefits" including emissions reductions, noise and health benefits worth $141.3
million over 23 years. The main obstacle to purchasing electric buses is cost. Currently bus costs between $750,000 and $850,000
compared with $400,000 to $450,000 for an equivalent diesel model. The uptake of electric buses is mainly the responsibility of local
governments, who contract out bus services. But these contractors are currently charging an annual 20-25 per cent price premium for
supplying electric buses over diesel. According to the Ministry of Transport, this accounts for "operators' concerns about vehicle life and
resale value". The Ministry of Transport says this cost could be reduced by leasing batteries for roughly $15,000 to $30,000 a year.
Batteries are the most expensive parts of electric busses, costing between $220,000 and $260,000. The Ministry suggests the Government
could look at purchasing these batteries and leading them back to operators. China is leading the way in electric bus uptake. Of the
425,000 electric busses in the world, 421,000 are in China, roughly 18 per cent of its total bus fleet. The Ministry says the cost of charging
infrastructure is also a significant barrier. Once rolled out, the buses are expected to deliver significant cost savings. A 2018 trial in
Auckland found electric busses are about four times cheaper to run than diesels, although fluctuations in fuel prices mean an exact figure
is difficult to ascertain. One suggestion from the Ministry to increase uptake of electric busses is to extend the exemption on Road User
Charges, or RUCs. The previous National government exempted all electric vehicles from the charge. This exemption for heavy vehicles is
set to expire in December 2025. The Government did not respond to questions about whether the RUC exemption should be extended.
The RUC exemption currently saves the average electric bus $5,000 a year. Another potential policy was the tightening of procurement
rules for Government-funded services like school busses. This would mean operators of these services would have to use electric vehicles.
"Officials are working on how we can transition the public transport fleet away from diesel to lower emissions. There are a number of
options including electricity, hydrogen and biofuels," Twyford said. "We are aiming to decarbonise the public transport fleet in the next
two decades," he said.
Source: Stuff. 20 February 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/119657562/just-16-buses-doing-public-transport-rounds-innew-zealand-despite-push-to-decarbonise
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100 electric buses by mid-2023; part of plan to reduce regional emissions
News from Greater Wellington Regional Council
The Regional Council’s Transport Committee this morning agreed to priorities for transport including contributing to targets that will see
reductions in transport-generated emissions. Transport Committee Chair Roger Blakeley says the committee agreed to strategic priorities
for the 2019-22 triennium. “These priorities are reductions in transport-generated regional carbon emissions, increases in regional mode
share for public transport and active modes, early delivery of public transport elements of Let’s Get Wellington Moving, and more funding
for regional rail,” Cr Blakeley says. One of the key performance measures for these targets is the contribution to a 30 per cent reduction in
regional transport-generated carbon emissions by 2030. “The Regional Council will contribute to this target by accelerating the
electrification of the public transport vehicle fleet to a total of 100 electric buses by June 2023. “Our targets also include the further
acceleration of the decarbonisation of the public transport vehicle fleet to achieve our own corporate target of being net zero carbon
emissions by 2030,” Cr Blakeley says. The transport-generated carbon emissions target meets the target in the national Climate Change
Response Act 2002 of net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. It also recognises the recommendation of the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change in October 2018, which recommended that countries reduce their carbon emissions by 50 per
cent by 2030 to avoid a “climate catastrophe”. “Currently 54 per cent of Greater Wellington’s carbon emissions come from our public
transport bus fleets, so this is an area where we are able to make major improvements over the next 10 years. “Contributing to the
regional target of a 40 per cent increase in regional mode share from public transport and active modes, will be the major contributor to a
reduction in carbon emissions,” Cr Blakeley says. The Transport Committee’s mode share targets include an increase in public transport
boardings to 44 million passenger boardings in 2022 – an increase from 40 million in 2019. The mode share of active travel and public
transport target is set at a level to reflect aspirations for good, affordable and healthy travel choices as well as the reduction in emissions.
“Today we are agreeing to an ambitious set of targets that aim to shift the region towards a more sustainable future,” Cr Blakeley says.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 20 February 2020. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=125966
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MYSTERY LOCATIONS

A

B
Bryan Blanchard took these photographs of Wellington trams in 1962. Here’s a challenge, particularly for locals... where did he take them?

Left: This view is easy to identify; a quiet scene in Hataitai shopping
centre in 1962. A Fiducia tram departs Waitoa Road for the city
while the driver of B.U.T. 88 is busy reading his newspaper. Other
than the dog ambling across the road there is not much other life
around.
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ELECTRIC PROGRESS SO FAR
New Zealand once had electric public transport systems in Auckland, Gisborne, Napier, New Plymouth, Wanganui,
Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin and Invercargill. In more recent times trolleybus networks operated in Auckland, New
Plymouth, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin. Over the years these systems all closed, the last being Wellington, on 31 October
2017. Diesel buses replaced them. It seems unbelievable that we did away with all these non-polluting trams and trolleybuses but in the
end it comes down to economics – diesel was cheaper, more convenient and flexible as to where the buses could travel. Now there is a
new dawn of electric transport. With the need to reduce carbon emissions countries are changing to the electrification of public transport.
Wellington bureaucrats decided to axe the trolleybuses – the substations would need $52m of spending to upgrade them it was claimed –
so the fifty-seven 8 or 9 year-old buses that initially cost $465,000 each were withdrawn. NZ Bus eventually sold them to a bus dealer who
is currently in the process of re-selling them to the public from $10,000 each. Elsewhere, in the city of Shenzhen in China, its complete bus
fleet is now electric, all 16,359 of them! So how is New Zealand doing in comparison? With a
population of almost 5 million we can claim to have just twenty-three electric buses in
service.* Wellington leads the field with 11 (10 electric DDs in service with Tranzurban and 1
converted battery-powered trolleybus with NZ Bus), 5 ADL/BYDs in Tauranga, 4 operational in
Auckland and 3 ADL/BYDs in Christchurch. All four local bodies responsible for bus operation
have goals for low or zero emissions fleets in the future and all declared climate emergencies
during 2019. The Greater Wellington Regional Council has a target of a 100% electric bus fleet
by 2030 and does not plan to introduce any new diesel buses after this date. In the meantime
NZ Bus, Newlands, Uzabus and particularly Tranzit have all recently introduced a large number
of new diesel buses that by 2030 will only be eleven or twelve years old.
* Information: NZ Listener ‘The Future of Electric Vehicles’ 8 February 2020.

Right: 3704, one of the ten Tranzurban electric double-deckers introduced in July 2018. These
buses tend to now only be found on the high-density Route 1 running between Island Bay and
Johnsonville suburbs. 7 January 2020.

Left: NZ Bus once had sixty electric buses – the trolleybus
fleet – it now has but one, former trolley 361 converted
to battery power, its pack prominent on the roof. “The
future is today” reads the wording on the side, but since
this photograph was taken in July 2018 there have not
been any further electric additions to the fleet. Any ideas
of re-powering more of the trolleybuses have come to
nought, now that NZ Bus has sold the fleet. Despite this,
361 remains a very successful conversion but will
unfortunately remain a one-off.

The Listener article (https://www.noted.co.nz/tech/tech-tech/what-nz-canlearn-from-chinas-electric-vehicle-revolution) mentions Wellington having a
target of a 100% electric bus fleet by 2030, but that is yet to be ratified. The
GWRC is in final negotiations with NZ Bus to introduce 52 electric buses. They
will start to roll out later in the year, Tranzit will add 22 additional electric
buses, so that the Wellington fleet could rise to about 80 in the next two
years. It will take 16 electric buses to service the No 2 route (Karori to Seatoun
via the Hataitai bus tunnel) but a question mark hangs over how GWRC will
push towards its 100% target. It has already signalled to the bus companies to
which it contracts services that it won’t accept any new diesel buses on its
streets”. For the record, Shenzhen managed to electrify its huge bus fleet by
the end of 2017. In the meantime over 60% of its taxis (12,000) are now
battery powered too and the target is 2020 for a complete transition.

On a graph like this, N.Z. would barely register.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Already boasting one of the world's
largest bus fleets, the 16,358
Shenzhen electric buses will serve 12
million Chinese citizens. The new fleet
will come with 8,000 charge points at
510 stations in order to charge half
the fleet at any given time. Estimates
state the new electric fleet could save
as much as 345,000 tons of fuel per
year and could reduce carbon
dioxide emission by 1.35 million tons.
Photo:
Source
BYD
Company
Ltd/YouTube.
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BRADFORD IN BLACK AND WHITE
Using an Ilford Sport camera and 120 black and white film, Phil Waters went in search of trolleybuses in June 1971
during the weekend of the 60th year of Bradford trolleybuses.
Left: B.U.T. 9611T 795 in Thornton Road on 19 June on a Route 37 to
the City. This trolleybus was originally part of the St Helens fleet,
introduced in 1951. Withdrawn in 1958, it and seven others of its
classmates were sold to Bradford. They in turn were withdrawn
permanently in 1969-71.

Right: On the same day 63 was recorded by Phil on driver training. There are
plenty of warnings for other road users; an ‘L’ plate, Driving School and Caution:
Driver under Instruction. The instructor looks to see how well the driver has
placed the bus alongside the kerb while at the rear trainees are practising their
skills with the long bamboo pole. This trolleybus, dating from 1949, ran
permanently as a training vehicle from 1966 and was originally numbered 743. This trolleybus is now preserved at Sandtoft.

Left: Karrier W 726 passes the Odeon cinema in Bradford where
Fellini Satyricon was screening. A film that one listing on Google says
offers a hedonistic tour through an ancient Rome that exists not in
history books, but from Federico Fellini's singular imagination. No
doubt the sight of this trolleybus excited Phil’s imagination more
than the Roman romp screening behind it. Note the other classic
vehicles of the time around the bus. 726 was working a Route 46 to
Buttershaw.

Right: Karrier W 723 nicely framed in the entrance of Saltaire depot on 18
June 1971. There were only nine months until this last trolleybus network
in Britain closed.
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Left: On 19 June 1971, Karrier W 737 was recorded at
Duckworth Lane turning point with an 8 to the City.

Right: Another Karrier W, 739, working a Route 7 to Thornton on 19 June
1971. The new order lurks in the background.

Left: Two more Karrier W trolleybuses in Tyrrel Street; 735 and
703. The 36 buses in this batch were introduced during the
1945-46 period and withdrawn between 1969-1972.
Right:

Right: Sunbeam F4 846 in Bolton Road with a 42 to Greengates. 846 is one
of several former Bradford trolleybuses now preserved at Sandtoft.

Left: The final view in this feature is of Karrier W 717 taken on 18 June in Tyrrel
Street working a 45 to Wibsey.

An eight-minute film of Bradford trolleybuses can be viewed at:
http://www.yorkshirefilmarchive.com/film/bradford-trolley-buses-1972
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HERE AND THERE

Above: Generally the pages of this magazine are predominantly filled with photographs taken in sunny conditions; they do tend to make
more colourful images. However, there are times when a well-lit night shot can also make an interesting view, as here at Upper Hutt
station on 8 February 2020 as Tranzurban Scania 3307 departs at 9pm on a train replacement duty to Wellington.
Quicker by tram? I came across this Distance Table (dated 1941) showing the length of various tram routes and
the times taken for the journeys. Almost eighty years later it now takes 40 minutes to Island Bay, 40 minutes to
Seatoun and 46 minutes to reach Lyall Bay. These timings are from the start of Lambton Quay. The 23z to
Newtown Park takes 32 minutes. Of course traffic volumes would have been far smaller back then and the
trams wouldn’t have had to cope with the high volume of traffic lights that buses today face around the city.
Metlink has announced reinstatement of some of its suspended services and some additional ones to boot, but
they will be provided by Mana Coach Services. They announced on 7 February...

Left: Despite it being a NZ Bus Route, Mana Coach Services
have picked up on a number of the “a for additional” routes,
Route 2 being an example, as seen here. On 14 February
ADL 7800 leaves Bowen Street to turn into Lambton Quay
with the 9.53am Route 2a to Courtenay Place.
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Left: More on 3518, the
Pride bus. Despite Metlink
stating You can ride our
gorgeous bus on the
number 1 route from Island
Bay for the next couple of
months, the eye-catching
double-decker is getting
out and about on other
duties too. On 22 February
it was photographed in
Tranzurban’s
Grenada
depot yard, and then...

Right: The following day it was used on rail
replacement duties on the Kāpiti line. Here
it is about to depart Waikanaē station
about 50km north of Wellington with the
1pm express service as far as Porirua.
Trains were running from there south to
the city. Behind 3518 is another
Tranzurban double-decker working the all
stations service.

Below: The wording and sponsors on the
near side of the bus.

Right: A rear view of 3518. I am puzzled by the design, if in fact it is supposed to represent
anything other than a plethora of what looks like colourful spaghetti. There’s no doubt it will
attract a lot of attention in the next few weeks.

Left: Following the appearance as
the Pride bus, 3518 will revert to
its normal appearance, as seen in
this Willis Street view on 4
February 2019.
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SPECIAL WORK 639 REMEMBERED
Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in
Wellington. This month we feature Crossing 662, situated in upper Willis Street
where Route 9 outbound crossed Route 7 inbound before continuing into Aro
Street. Together with Merge 563 these were the second to last pieces of special
work to be taken down.
*Switches started with the number 4, Merges with 5 and crossings with 6.

Right: A scene-setter photograph taken on 5 July 2018
shortly before the section of overhead was taken
down in upper Willis Street. The wires from Webb
Street can be seen coming in from the upper right of
the picture but have been cut just beyond the
crossing, The plate hangs, waiting for a new home,
which it got, unlike the cables and copper which was
chopped and recycled.

Left: 386 has just passed through crossing
662 on 14 November 2012. It is about to
turn left into Aro Street on the last part of
its journey to the terminus. The inbound
wires from Kingston are seen in the upper
section of the photograph.

Right: 350 has also just passed through the crossing in this
view taken on 20 October 2015. Having travelled from
Kingston, its poles are on the outer wires to take the bus into
the city and its Railway Station destination.
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Left: 381 turns out of Webb Street and crosses upper
Willis Street and approaches crossing 662 on 19 January
2011 as it makes its way to Aro Street on Route 9.

Right: This was the situation on 3 April 2018; the wires from
Webb Street still reached crossing 662 but beyond had been
cut and removed.

Aro Street

Above left: WCCL diagram of special works 662. Courtesy WCCL.

Upper Willis Street

Right: Detail from WCCL Special Works Location
diagram showing position of 662 in upper Willis
Street. Outbound Route 9 trolleybuses took the
outer wires at switch 463 to cross the inbound
Route 7 wires from Webb Street and then
proceed into Aro Street. On the return journey
the buses joined the Route 7 wires at Merge 563.
Webb Street

Victoria Street

Left: Overnight, the wires out of Webb Street were taken down leaving little
evidence of the route to Aro Street, just the crossing and the plate. The wires
south towards Brooklyn were still to be removed.

Thanks to Wellington Cable Car Limited, plate 662 was saved from the scrap
metal bin and is now part of my collection of special work plates,
saved for the future.
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AROUND SEATOUN
Seatoun is an eastern suburb of Wellington and lies on the east coast of the Miramar Peninsula, close to the entrance to
Wellington Harbour. Europeans first settled the suburb in 1889. The name Seatoun comes from a locality in Forfarshire, Scotland
linked with the family history of Coutts Crawford, the suburb's founder. The suburb initially was only able to be reached by boat
until the opening of the Seatoun tunnel. The very first tramcar passed through the tunnel on 17 December 1907.

Above: A view looking east along Dundas Street with Wellington Harbour in the background. In this undated image, a tram approaches the
terminus waiting shelter in the middle of the intersection with Falkirk Avenue.

Above: A similar view, taken on 15 February 2017 with 384 approaching the camera and about to turn left into Ferry Street and then pass
through the tunnel.

Left: 344 passing the site of
the tram terminus and
waiting shelter. It was
photographed running down
Dundas
Street
on
22
December 2011. The tramway
closed here on 3 May 1958.
Trolleybuses took over on the
route from the city to Seatoun
the same month.
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Left: With the change from trams to trolleybuses the
route was extended slightly to a new terminus in Hector
Street. This involved continuing the overhead along
Dundas Street to Monro Street where buses turned right
and went on a one way loop via Burnham Street to Hector
Street. On the return journey buses continued along
Hector Street and turned into Dundas Street rejoining the
inbound wires at Monro Street intersection. This view of
the terminus was taken on 11 November 1988 and shows
208 in WCT colours. This Volvo has the honour of being
the first of the new fleet of fifty-eight buses into service in
1981. Photo: Markus Lang.

Right and below: The waiting shelter at Seatoun terminus and the signage.
Photos: Markus Lang.

Right: The shelter has undergone a number of repaints
plus new signage but unfortunately has since been
replaced by one of the ubiquitous soulless glass
structures. Here it is in September 2014.

Left: Local residents had the same issues with diesel
engines running once the trolleybus service ended. This
contemporary photograph was taken in July 2018. The
message is the same as that thirty years earlier.

Right: Seatoun terminus on 31 January 2017. 354 has just
arrived and with just a couple of minutes turnaround time
boards a couple of waiting passengers. 354 continued to
work until the last day of operation on 31 October 2017.
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Left: 361 was the last ‘trolleybus’ to
work around the Seatoun area.
Having been converted to battery
operation it performed some Route
11 duties before being confined to
Airport Flyer runs. Here it is on 13
June 2018 departing Seatoun
terminus. The overhead was still in
place but would disappear in a few
weeks. Disappointingly, this was the
only trolleybus to see conversion. It
continues to run very successfully.

Right: Unfortunately it’s the low camera
angle that has made the roadside poles
appear at a drunken angle but that aside a
fine study of preserved B.U.T. 39 out for a run
on 14 March 1992. It is at the end of Hector
Street where it joins Dundas Street.
Photo: Markus Lang.

Left: Volvos 240 and 222 meet at
the intersection of Dundas and
Monro Streets in July 1999 – by
the look of the closeness it almost
seems as though they collided!
The front door of 240 is open but
its driver is at the wheel so maybe
its just a bit of close conversation.
Nobody appears to be on the
buses. The outbound overhead
can be seen curving into Monro
Street. Photo: Markus Lang.

Right: On 22 December 2011, 332 begins the turn from Dundas
Street into Monro Street to travel the last few hundred metres to
the Seatoun terminus.
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Left: Travelling the last few metres along the oneway loop in Monro Street is Volvo 219. It is
pictured on 20 September 2007 passing Seatoun
Park. From here it will turn left into Burnham
Street travelling around the perimeter of the park
before turning left again into Hector Street and
arriving at the terminus.

Right: Returning to the end of Dundas Street near where
the first photograph in this feature was taken with a view
along Ferry Street towards the tunnel. 340 approaches the
camera on 12 April 2011.

Below: Trolleybus photographers wouldn’t fail to miss taking a shot of the tunnel if they were visiting Seatoun, so we will finish with one
(of many that I have taken!). 366 emerges from the gloom into Ferry Street on 15 February 2013. The tunnel is currently having its portals
earthquake strengthened and has also had modern LED lighting installed throughout.
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NEWS FROM FERRYMEAD
We are continuing to make progress on the trolleybus overhead and have managed to transfer all the span wires to the new poles. We
have since transferred attention to the area in front of the trolleybus shed. Here there were facing and trailing points for a potential line to
the Ferrymead Township. Whilst this is potentially desirable, we do not have the materials to build this and it was decided to remove the
points. The overhead in front of the shed was also over complicated and we have removed most of this and rebuilt the main line through
this area. We are about to reconnect the depot wires and have rebuilt the trailing points. On Saturday the 26th January we hired a scissor
lift platform and travelled along the straight section of overhead wire testing all the hangers. Most passed and a good percentage of those
that failed have been replaced. There are about six left to do but we ran out of daylight. In the shed area are four poles that need back
staying to take the weight of the wiring particularly with the wiring being further
tightened and we have dug holes to place “dead men” into. The next stage is to
attach the stay wires and this should have happened by the time you read this.
With the overhead being re-tensioned other parts have become loose and we found
this happened with the right- hand turn wires at “Gate A”. These wires have been
temporarily removed. The re-tensioning of the overhead also caused the wires
along the side of the park to drop and we tensioned the wiring between “Gate A”
and the substation. Approximately three feet of surplus wire was removed. Alan Roi.
Reproduced from Tram Tracts magazine, February 2020.
Right: One of the recent jobs in the reinstatement of the trolleybus overhead has been to
install ‘dead men’ to support the overhead once it is fully reassembled. On Saturday 26
January, Steve Lea and Stephen Taylor were in the process of installing a ‘dead man’ near the
Trolleybus Shed and Wellington Volvo 258. Photo: Alan Roi.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

367 – THE FIRST DESIGNLINE TO BE DISPOSED OF
The majority of the fifty-seven Designline trolleybuses have been sold to Coastal Bus and Coach Ltd. The exception being 361 still owned
by NZ Bus and running as a battery powered bus. The three prototypes, 301-303 were donated some time ago to the Omnibus Society. At
the beginning of this year the trolleybus fleet appeared on the online website Trade Me with buses offered as suggested tiny homes or
holiday dwellings. Late on 13 February, the very first trolleybus to leave Kilbirnie for a new home was 367 (as pictured on page 3). 367
entered service in late 2008 and ran until the last day of operation on 31 October 2017. Here are two pictures of it in action.

Left: 2010 was 367’s first full year of service. It started
work late in 2009 and ran for eight years. Here it is on 9
June 2010 running quietly down Brooklyn Road towards
the city with a 7 from Kingston. The buildings in the
background, built about forty years ago, are part of the
Renouf Tennis Centre. Tennis has been played on this site
alongside Centennial Park for more than seventy years.
Electric traction in the form of trams and trolleybuses ran
for much longer. Trolleybuses started on this route to
Mornington in June 1960.

Right: As mentioned above, 367 continued working until the very
last day of trolleybus operation and at 6.30pm on 31 October
2017 it was photographed passing 358 in Willis Street. Several
trolleybuses worked on (unusually) late into the evening as it was
the last day but it is not known if 367 was one of these. It’s new
home is Tirau but what use it will be put to is presently unknown.
Any readers who live in the area are asked to be vigilant.
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SOLINGEN AND WUPPERTAL TROLLEYBUSES
Jürgen Wessolowski lives in Germany. He has visited New Zealand numerous times but one thing that he can lay claim to
that we can’t is that there are still trolleybuses not too far from his home that he can still enjoy. He sent a selection of
photographs following a recent visit to Wuppertal and Solingen on 8 February 2020.

Left: Hess 955 operating with poles down in the city of
Wuppertal, known for its Schwebebahn, a suspension
monorail dating from 1901, of which some of the
steelwork can be seen in the background.

Right: Hess 963, one of many trolleybuses that operate in the city of Solingen,
which has 135,000 citizens.

The Solingen trolleybus system, also known locally as
the Stangentaxi, serves the city of Solingen, in the
federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany.
Opened on 19 June 1952, it is the largest of the three
remaining trolleybus systems in Germany. The city has
six routes.
More info:
https://www.eltis.org/discover/case-studies/solingencompletes-modernisation-its-trolleybus-fleet

Left: Jürgen wrote: “Leaving Wuppertal, I continued
on the trolleybus to Solingen Burg but because of road
works I had to change buses and finish the trip in a
diesel. BUT, it was turned on the trolleybus turntable.”

Right: Solingen Burg is also home to the world's only trolleybus
turntable, owing to lack of space to provide a full turning circle. This
precludes the use of articulated vehicles like on the rest of the
network. Until November 2009 this turntable was in regular use for
line 683. The sign says Operational Facility - Do not enter. Mercedes
Benz Citaro 112 gently turns on the table. Note the trolleybus wires in
the top left of the photograph.
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Left: I visited Germany in 2012 and was hosted by Jürgen when in the area and he
kindly took me on a trip to both Wuppertal and Solingen. Unfortunately, the
Schwebebahn wasn’t operating on the day of our visit but thankfully there were
plenty of trolleybuses at work. 962 runs by underneath the monorail.

Right: Hess 965 at Wuppertal-Vohwinkel Schwebebahn on 17
August 2012.

Left: 185 and 173 pass near Hasten terminus.

Right: 261 and 262 at Schule Widdert
terminus.
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THEN AND NOW IN ADELAIDE ROAD

Electric traction in Adelaide Road, between Island Bay and Berhampore. Taken from approximately the same position we see Designline
373 passing Wakefield Park on 4 February 2016. Four years later on 20 February 2020 there has been a change of companies on the route.
No longer operated by NZ Bus, Route 1 is now the domain of Tranzurban. Although the trolleybus wires have gone, electric traction
continues regularly in the form of CRRC battery-powered buses with Kiwi Bus Builders bodies. Here is 3705, one of ten electric doubledeckers operated by the company and which predominently work between Island Bay and the northern suburbs of Johnsonville.
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TAILPIECE

353 didn’t run without its share of problems and on 11 June 2014 it was being closely
monitored by the Shiftman truck in Lambton Quay after earlier encountering an issue with
its pole rope. The pair are at the start of their journey back to Kilbirnie depot. The shift
man truck is also now part of trolleybus history and no longer being used; an outside
towing contractor is used in the event of NZ Bus breakdowns.

